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Abstract. Fingerprinting is an identification method used by enterprises to personalize services for their end-users and detect online fraud
or by adversaries to launch targeted attacks. Various tools have been
proposed to protect online users from undesired identification probes to
enhance the privacy and security of the users. However, we have observed
that new fingerprinting methods can easily evade the existing protection
mechanisms. This paper presents a runtime fingerprinting detection and
prevention approach, called FPGuard. FPGuard relies on the analysis of
predefined metrics to identify fingerprinting attempts. While FPGuard’s
detection capability is evaluated using the top 10,000 Alexa websites, its
prevention mechanism is evaluated against four fingerprinting providers.
Our evaluation results show that FPGuard can effectively recognize and
mitigate fingerprinting-related activities and distinguish normal from abnormal webpages (or fingerprinters).
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Introduction

Web tracking involves monitoring and recording a user’s browsing experience
across different websites or multiple visits of the user to a website. Based on the
recorded information, a user profile can be created for delivering personalized and
targeted services (e.g., advertisements). In fact, many advertisers collect information about the users’ interests, location, browsing habit, etc. without asking for
their users’ consent by employing either active or passive tracking methods [1].
An attentive user can prevent or permanently stop the active trackers —which
store an identifier in a user’s browser or computer so that they can identify the
user in future visits— by just deleting the client-side identifiers or operating
in the private mode of browsers. However, clearing client-side identifiers is no
longer sufficient to prevent the user from being identified or tracked. The reason
is that passive tracking methods such as browser fingerprinting [2] and history
sniffing [3] do not rely on client-side identifiers and hence can easily evade the
existing anti-tracking tools (e.g., [4, 5]).

To identify a browser, fingerprinters systematically send multiple queries to
the underlying environment (through the browser) to extract various system
properties such as screen resolution, list of installed plugins, system fonts, timezone, etc. Then, they combine the collected properties to generate an identifier
(or fingerprint) for the browser [2]. Fingerprinting process is invisible to users and
thus they are unaware of the trackers’ queries and underlying logics. In addition,
unlike client-side identifiers, fingerprinting does not leave any footprint (on the
browser). These features (i.e., invisibility and no footprint) make fingerprinting
as a reliable source of user identification. While fingerprinting is becoming more
prevalent than before [6, 7], according to several studies (e.g., [8–11]), Web users
prefer to have control over their privacy and thus prefer to stay anonymous to
unknown or hidden tracking service providers.
To preserve user’s privacy, a number of fingerprinting providers offer an optout solution (e.g., bluecava [12], AddThis [13]) [14]. They provide an opt-out
page in which a user can choose to stay anonymous by not sharing her browser
fingerprint. This solution mostly relies on server side (i.e., tracker) for collecting
the browser’s fingerprint, without sharing it with third-parties (e.g., advertising
companies). However, the fingerprinting provider might still share the browser’s
fingerprint with clients who are exploiting fingerprinting for fraud detection purposes [12]. In addition, the existing anti-fingerprinting solutions [15–17] lack a
detection mechanism (at runtime), therefore can disable browser functionalities
for both normal and fingerprinting webpages.
In this paper, we present an approach for runtime detection and prevention of
Web-based fingerprinting, named FPGuard. With respect to detection, FPGuard
monitors running Web objects on the user’s browser, collects fine-grained data
related to fingerprinting activities and analyzes them to search for patterns of
fingerprinting attempts. In case fingerprinting activities are detected, FPGuard
notifies the user by raising an alert. It then labels the URL of the website as
fingerprinter and adds it to a blacklist database as an evidence for future use.
With respect to prevention, FPGuard combats fingerprinting attempts by combining randomization and filtering techniques. In particular, we employ four different randomization policies and two filtering techniques to protect users from
being fingerprinted while keeping the browser’s functionality for normal websites. FPGuard is implemented as a combination of a Chrome browser extension
and an instrumented Chromium browser. We evaluate its detection capability
using the top 10,000 Alexa websites. The prevention mechanism of FPGuard
is also evaluated against four fingerprinting providers: two popular commercial
fingerprinters and two proof-of-concept fingerprinters. As compared to existing
approaches, our evaluation results show that FPGuard first detects and then
prevents fingerprinting attempts, thereby it does not affect the user’s browsing
experience.
The next section discusses the related work on fingerprinting. While Section 3
introduces our proposed approach, Section 4 discusses its implementation details
and our experimental analysis. In Section 5, we compare FPGuard with the
existing work and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

There are several techniques employed for fingerprinting a browser instance with
the purpose of identification. These methods mainly use especial JavaScript objects (i.e., navigator and screen objects (or infromative objects)) [18, 2, 14],
Flash plugin [2], HTML5 canvas element [19], browsing history [20], performance and design difference of JavaScript engines of web browsers [19, 21], IP
address and HTTP accept headers [22] (accessible though network analysis) for
identification. Not all of the mentioned methods exist in real-life fingerprinting
products [14]. However, they can increase the identification accuracy.
With respect to detection, to the best of our knowledge, FPdetective [6]
is the first large-scale study on detecting browser fingerprinting attempts by
combining dynamic and manual analysis techniques. The approach focused on
finding JavaScript-based font detection and Flash-based fingerprinting-related
activities. The authors found that Flash-based fingerprinting (97 websites) is
more prevalent than JavaScript-based font detection (51 websites) among the
top 10K websites of Alexa. They also embedded the discovered URLs of scripts
and Flash objects in a browser extension, which can be used as a blacklist-based
approach for finding previously recognized fingerprinting attempts. In addition
to FPdetective, a large-scale study on the prevalence of canvas fingerprinting
among the Alexa’s top 100K websites is presented in [7]. The authors modified
the Chromium browser to log the accesses (writes and reads) to canvas elements.
They combined manual and dynamic analysis to identify fingerprinting attempts
and found that more than 5% of the visited websites leveraged this type of
fingerprinting.
For prevention, Tor [15], Privaricator [16], and Firegloves [17] are widely used
anti-fingerprinting tools. Tor is a browser used to connect to the Tor network.
The Tor network is an anonymous network for hiding the user’s online activities
and traffic by encrypting the data and passing it through a number of nodes (or
relays). In addition to providing such an anonymous network, Tor is equipped
with features for combating browser fingerprinting. The reason is that browser
fingerprinting works well on the anonymous network and could effectively be
used for identification. As explained by Perry et al. [23], Tor makes the browsers’
fingerprints identical, meaning that the properties of the browser are fixed and
identical for all users. In addition, it disables all browser plugins except the
Flash plugin (due to high market penetration of Flash). For the Flash files, it
offers a “click-to-play” option in which the user has to authorize a Flash file to
be executed. Similarly, canvas elements in Tor should be authorized by users.
Otherwise, the canvas elements are disabled and represent empty white images.
Moreover, Tor limits the number of fonts that a website can load. In case a
document exceeds the limit, Tor does not allow the website to load more fonts.
This ultimately reduces the functionality of the browser.
Privaricator enhances the private-mode of browsers [16]. It implements randomization policies on two properties of the browser by randomly changing the
browser’s fingerprint upon each visit to a website. Thus, every visit of a user
with the same browser is considered as a new user visiting the website. However,

authors only focused on the plugin list of the browser and the offset properties of HTML elements to prevent JavaScript Objects Fingerprinting and the
JavaScript-based Font Detection attempts, receptively. To do so, Privaricator
randomly hides a number of plugins from the browser’s plugin list. Moreover, it
adds noises to the offset properties of HTML elements, when the properties are
looked up more than 50 times.
Firegloves [17] is a proof-of-concept Mozilla Firefox extension. It returns random values for the browser properties (e.g., screen resolution). It also disables
all plugins and MIME types on the browser. To prevent JavaScript-based font
detection attempts, Firegloves limits the number of available fonts on each tab
and also returns random values for the offsetWidth and offsetHeight properties of the HTML elements. However, it is also possible to get the width and
height of the HTML elements using the width and height properties of the
getBoundingClientRect method. Finally, ExtensionCanvasFingerprintBlock [24]
is a recently developed browser extension for protecting users against canvas fingerprinting by returning an empty image for canvas elements that are accessed
programmatically.
Finally, as noted, the above solutions reduce the fingerprinting surface by
disabling browser functionalities (e.g., diabling Flash plugin). In fact, they block
both normal and fingerprinting websites as they do not have detection capability
to perform prior to blocking. This ultimately will create unpleasant experience
(e.g., Facebook does not load Flash resources if the Flash plugin is hidden) to
users due to functionality loss of the browser.

3

Detection and Prevention Approach

In this section, we present our approach named FPGuard for the detection and
prevention of four major fingerprinting methods discussed in previous in studies [25, 6, 14, 7]: JavaScript Objects Fingerprinting, JavaScript-based Font Detection, Canvas Fingerprinting, and Flash-based Fingerprinting. With respect to
detection, FPGuard relies on recently discovered fingerprinting metrics [25] as
listed in Table 1. These metrics are indicators for fingerprinting attempts and
can be used for detection purposes.
Figure 1 shows an overview of FPGuard. Given a webpage running on the
user’s browser, FPGuard monitors and records its activities on the user’s browser
from the time the webpage has started loading. Then, it extracts the metrics relative to each fingerprinting method and builds a signature for the webpage. Next,
it uses various algorithms to distinguish normal webpages from fingerprinters.
In case, a webpage is flagged as fingerprinter, FPGuard notifies the user with an
alert and stores the URL of the webpage in a blacklist. The user has the option
to either trust the webpage and let it run as is or prevent it from fingerprinting
the user’s browser using one of the designed prevention techniques. FPGuard
runs in two phases: detection and prevention. In what follows, we describe these
two phases in detail.

Table 1. Metrics that are indicators for fingerprinting attempts.
Metric Description
number of accesses to the navigator and
Metric 1 the
screen objects’ properties
number of accesses to the properties of the
Metric 2 the
Plugin and MimeType objects
Metric 3 the number of fonts loaded using JavaScript
number of accesses to the offset properties of
Metric 4 the
HTML elements
a boolean specifying whether a canvas element is
Metric 5 programmatically accessed (writes and reads)
a boolean specifying the visibility status (hidden
Metric 6 or visible) of a canvas element that is programmatically accessed
a boolean specifying the existence of methods for
Metric 7 enumerating system fonts and collecting systemrelated information in the source code of a Flash
file
boolean specifying the existence of methods for
Metric 8 a
transferring the collected information
boolean specifying the visibility status of a Flash
Metric 9 a
file (hidden, visible, or small)

3.1

Phase I: Detection

In this phase, FPGuard identifies the fingerprinting-related activities. The core
components of this phase are (see Figure 1): Monitor, Logger, and Analyzer.
The Monitor component is responsible for collecting browser activities. First,
it injects the Logger component to the DOM tree of the webpage before the
loading of other resources. The Logger component runs at the background of
the browser and records all the activities of the webpage. This component then
parses the logs and extracts metrics (nine metrics in total, see Table 1) for
each corresponding fingerprinting method. These metrics will be used by the
Analyzer component to look for fingerprinting evidences. Once the Analyzer
flags the webpage as a fingerprinter, FPGuard displays an alert to the user and
stores the URL of the webpage with the observed metrics into the blacklist
database. Using the collected nine metrics, the Analyzer assigns a score (Score
in Figure 1) depending on the level of suspicion. Thus, we define three levels of
suspiciousness for performing fingerprinting using those metrics. For example,
for the JavaScript Objects Fingerprinting method, the Analyzer assigns three
levels of suspiciousness for accesses to the informative objects (i.e., navigator
and screen objects) as well as Plugin and MimeType objects. A webpage has
the first and second level suspicious access to the mentioned JavaScript objects
if Metric 1 and Metric 2 surpass the corresponding predefined thresholds. A
webpage has also third-level suspicious access when it has first-level and secondlevel suspicious accesses.
Similarly, for JavaScript-based Font Detection, using Metrics 3 & 4, the Analyzer compares the obtained metrics against predefined thresholds and any

Fig. 1. An overview of FPGuard.

attempt that surpasses to a given threshold value is flagged as fingerprinting.
The Analyzer checks Metrics 5 & 6 and considers a canvas element as first-level
suspicious, if they indicate writes and reads performed on the canvas element.
The Analyzer considers a canvas element as second-level suspicious if the canvas element is first-level suspicious and is also hidden or dynamically created.
Finally, the Analyzer labels each Flash file with a suspiciousness level from one
to three where level three suspiciousness indicates a high probability of a fingerprinting attempt. In particular, it encodes as first-level suspicious when Metric
7 is true. When Metric 8 is true in the context of the first-level suspicious Flash
file, then we consider it as a second-level suspicious Flash file. A second-level
suspicious Flash file that is hidden or small (i.e., Metric 9 is true) is considered
as a third-level suspicious Flash file.

3.2

Phase II: Prevention

In this phase, the Analyzer module is responsible for preventing fingerprinting attempts by changing the browser’s fingerprint every time the user visits
a website. For this purpose, we combine randomization (Randomizer in Figure
1) and filtering (Filter in Figure 1) techniques. Note that many websites need
information about the browser (e.g., userAgent string, screen resolution, etc.) to
customize their service for different browser or operating system configurations
to run properly. As a result, we need a robust randomization technique which is
able to: i) change the browser’s fingerprint between multiple visits and ii) return
values that represent the properties of the browser almost correctly. For example, the contents of a canvas element are pixels while the content of a userAgent
property is a string representing the browser’s name, version, and the underlying
platform. Therefore, a suitable randomization technique is needed for each property. Moreover, our filtering technique should be able to remove fingerprinting
attempts (e.g., suspicious Flash files) for mitigation instead of disabling a plugin
(e.g., the Flash plugin) for the whole webpage or the whole browser. In what
follows, we describe the modules that we implemented in detail.

The Randomizer component implements four core engines: objectRand, pluginRand, CanvasRand, and fontRand to handle the respective fingerprinting attempts. The objectRand engine generates a random object at runtime to change
the objects’ properties between multiple visits. In this way, the objects’ properties become an unreliable source of identity due to their randomized values. For
this purpose, the Randomizer retrieves the navigator and screen objects of
the browser, applies some changes on the properties shown to be important for
fingerprinting (e.g., changing the subversion of the browser or adding noises to
the current location of the user) [25], and replaces the generated objects with the
native objects. However, for plugins and mimeTypes properties, this approach
does not work, because changing the information of a browser’s plugin might
disable the plugin and cause loss of functionality. Therefore, the pluginRand engine adds a number of non-existing virtual Plugin and MimeType objects to the
list of the current plugins and mimeTypes of the browser. It also changes the
order of these lists upon every visit of the user to the URls in the blacklist.
Similarly, as canvas fingerprinting depends on the contents of canvas elements, the CanvasRand engine simply adds minor noises to the contents of a
canvas element that is considered suspicious by the Analyzer component. Finally,
the fontRand engine randomly reports the loaded available fonts as unavailable
after the defined threshold has passed a limit. In this way, it changes the list of
available fonts on the system and thus changes the fingerprint randomly. As a result, it assures that the webpage cannot employ JavaScript-based font detection
for fingerprinting.
For combating Flash-based fingerprinting, instead of disabling the Flash plugin for the browser, we adopt two approaches (flashFilter): i) filtering a Flash file
that is identified as suspicious by the Analyzer component, and ii) disabling the
Flash plugin for each fingerprinter individually. In the former case, the Logger
stores the URL of the suspicious Flash file in the blacklist. Then, the Analyzer
watches for the URLs of the existing Flash files in the blacklist and prevents
the browser from loading them. In the latter case, based on the Monitor (the
component that flags the webpage as fingerprinter), the Logger stores the URL
of the webpage in the blacklist. In subsequent visits, FPGuard disables the Flash
plugin for the URL of the webpages that are present in the blacklist. For example, the Flash plugin can be disabled for a fingerprinter included as an iframe
(which is considered as third-party) in another webpage. However, the Flash
plugin can be enabled for the webpage that the user directly interacts with.

4

Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the implementation of the FPGuard and its experimental evaluation in detail.
4.1

Implementation

FPGuard is developed as a combination of an instrumented version of the
Chromium browser (version 38.0.2090.0) and a browser extension integrated with

the Google Chrome browser. The FPGuard extension runs on the background of
the browser and silently monitors and logs any activities related to fingerprinting
on the browser. For example, to log the access to the navigator, screen, Plugin,
and MimeType objects’ properties, we override the getter method of these properties using the Object.defineProperty method. In order to record suspicious
canvas elements, we override the methods of the Object.prototype of canvas
elements that are used for writing (e.g., fillText) and retrieving the canvas
contents (e.g., getDataURL). We add our implementation codes (in JavaScript)
for recording the writes, reads, and the visibility status of the canvas elements
(of the Object.prototype of canvas elements).
To record the suspicious Flash files that are loaded by the webpage, we first
collect the URL of the Flash files that are loaded by the webpage. We use the
as3-commons libraries [26] for parsing and decompiling Flash files. To do so, the
FPGuard extension injects the decompiler’s file (with the size of 132.4 KB) to the
beginning of the webpage’s DOM after the webpage is loaded. Next, the Logger
sends the URL of Flash files to the decompiler. The decompiler decompiles the
Flash files, traverses the obtained source codes for extracting the related metrics
(see Section 3.1) and then sends back the obtained metrics for each URL to the
Logger.
A fingerprinter might be able to check if FPGuard is installed or not by
probing the getter method of the JavaScript objects’ properties. However, the
fingerprinter cannot invade FPGuard. Therefore, even if the fingerprinter finds
out about the randomized attributes and skips them (because they are randomized and their actual value is not accessible), it generates a less unique fingerprint
for the browser.
We should be clear that we were unable to find a way for having control on
the browser fonts using JavaScript to prevent the JavaScript-based font detection method. The reason is that the style (i.e., font) is a property of each instance
of JavaScript object not the prototype object. Thus it is not possible to filter a
font on an HTML element before the loading of the font. Therefore, we modified
the source code of a Chromium browser with the purpose of detecting and mitigating JavaScript-based font detection attempts. To this end, we identified the
spots in the source code of the Chromium browser in which the browser loads the
system fonts for HTML elements as well as the spots where the offset properties
of HTML elements are returned upon being called through JavaScript. For this
purpose, we modified the CSSFontSelector.cpp and Element.cpp classes. The
CSSFontSelector.cpp class contains methods which are called upon the loading
of the fonts for HTML elements (for prevention). The Element.cpp class contains methods for obtaining information about HTML elements such as offset
properties (e.g.,width and height) using JavaScript (for detection).
4.2

Experimental Evaluation

Our evaluation of FPGuard is twofold: i) measuring its effectiveness in correctly
identifying fingerprinting-related activities at runtime, and ii) measuring its effectiveness in protecting users from fingerprinters. With respect to the first part

Table 2. Presence of fingerprinting methods (i.e., JavaScript Objects (JSO),
JavaScript-based Font Detection (JSFD), Canvas Fingerprinting (CF), and Flash-based
Fingerprinting (FF)) in fingerprinters.
Fingerprinter
bluecava
coinbase
browserleaks
fingerprintjs

JSO

JSFD

CF

FF

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No

No
No
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
No

of our evaluation, similar to previous studies [6, 7], we evaluate FPGuard using
the top 10,000 websites from Alexa [27]. For the second part, whereas we use two
types of fingerprinting providers in which the generated fingerprint is obtainable
as an ID: a popular commercial fingerprinting provider named bluecava [12] and
coinbase [28] and proof-of-concept fingerprinters named browserleaks [29] and
fingerprintjs [30]. (see also Table 2)
4.2.1

Analysis of Detection

To automate the process of visiting the websites and data collection, we use
the iMacros [31] extension for the Google Chrome browser. Using iMacros, we
visit each website (of 10K websites). Once the website is fully loaded, FPGuard
records the metrics and identifies the activities of the website as either fingerprinting or normal. This way, we collected metrics for 9,264 websites (out of the
10K websites). The remaining websites (736 websites) were not accessible at the
time of our experiment. Next, we report the number of fingerprinting attempts
that are discovered by FPGuard for each fingerprinting method.
JavaScript Objects fingerprinting. By using Metric 1 and Metric 2 (see Section 3.1), respectively, we enumerate the number of calls for the navigator and
screen objects and the number of calls for the Plugin and MimType objects.
The related thresholds for both metrics are defined accordingly. The maximum
thresholds are when the websites look for all properties of the navigator and
screen objects, and when they access a property for all plugins or MIME types,
respectively. On average, the visited websites have looked up more than 5 properties of the navigator object and 3 properties of the screen object. In fact,
more than 39% of the visited websites have called the properties of the informative objects with more than the average (i.e., more than 5 properties of the
navigator object and 3 properties of the screen object). As a result, returning invalid values for the properties of these objects might cause functionality
loss of the browser as mentioned before. We also computed the suspiciousness
level in performing fingerprinting based on the number of accesses to the properties of the informative objects for each individual website from our dataset.
Figure 2 (left side) shows the result of measuring the suspiciousness level where
most of the websites have normal (less than average) number of accesses to the
properties of the informative objects (57.4%). However, the number of websites

Fig. 2. Suspicious access level distribution for the Alexa’s top 10K websites (Left) and
number of fonts that are loaded by the Alexa’s top 10K websites (Right).

that have suspicious access of first, second, and third level is considerably low
in comparison to the number of websites that have the average number of accesses to the properties. Among the visited websites, only 101 of them requested
for more than 80% properties of the informative objects. That is to say, more
than 17 properties of all 22 properties have been called. For example, Letitbit.net is one of the websites requested for most properties of the informative
objects and the detailed information of all plugins and MIME types. This is due
to, as we manually investigated, the fact that Letitbit contains a third-party
script from MaxMind [32], which offers an online fraud prevention solution using fingerprinting. In addition, we visited bluecava and coinbase and for both,
FPGuard reported second-level suspiciousness access to the informative objects’
properties.
Finally, 15 websites from the dataset looked up for all the properties of
the navigator and the screen objects plus the detailed information of all
browser plugins and MIME types. Accessing all the information of plugins and
mimeTypes is the characteristic of fingerprinting attempts. According to [25],
using only these two properties, it is possible to identify a browser instance in a
dataset of 1,523 browsers with almost 90% accuracy.
JavaScript-based Font Detection. Based on our empirical studies, we revealed
that most of the websites (92.76% of 9,264 websites) request less than 50 fonts.
Figure 2 (right side) shows the number of fonts that are loaded using JavaScript.
Thus, we set 50 as the threshold for the number of fonts that a website can load.
In addition, according to our analysis, the threshold for the average number
of accesses to the offset properties of HTML elements is set to 65. Therefore, a
given website that loads more than 50 fonts and the number of its accesses to the
offset properties of HTML elements surpasses 65 is considered as a fingerprinting
candidate. FPGuard identified 22 websites that were loading more than 50 fonts
and accessed more than 69 times to the offset properties of HTML elements.
Among the 22 websites that loaded more than 300 different fonts with more
than 69 accesses to the offset properties of HTML elements are: yad2.co.il
(388), junkmail.co.za (359), vube.com (327), and people.com.cn (325). These

websites either employ fingerprinting themselves or contain a third-party script
from a fingerprinting provider.
Canvas Fingerprinting. Figure 3 (left side) shows the distribution of suspicious (first and second-level) canvas elements among the visited websites. FPGuard found 191 websites from our dataset with first and second-level suspicious
canvas elements. However, by analyzing their image data, only 85 out of 191 are
second-level suspicious elements performing canvas fingerprinting. As shown in
Figure 3 (right side), in all cases, the fingerprinter inserts an arbitrary text, often
a pangram with different colors to increase the uniqueness of the fingerprint.
However, a recent study identified canvas fingerprinting as the most prevalent type of fingerprinting among the top 10K websites of Alexa (4.93%) [7]. The
study found that 95% of the canvas fingerprinting attempts come from a thirdparty script which belongs to a single fingerprinting provider (i.e., AddThis [33]).
In fact, after manual investigation, we found that AddThis disabled canvas fingerprinting as of mid July, 2014 [34]. Websites that use canvas fingerprinting
belong to categories such as dating (e.g., pof.com), news (e.g., reuters.com),
file sharing (e.g., letitbit.com), deal-of-the-day (e.g., groupon.com), etc. These
websites either include a third-party script whose main job is fingerprinting (e.g.,
reuters.com and letitbit.com) or they actually perform fingerprinting (e.g.,
pof.com and groupon.com). For example, reuters.com includes a script from Audience Science [35] which is an advertising company (from revsci.net domain)
that implements canvas fingerprinting. This company uses Fingerprintjs [30],
which implements canvas fingerprinting. Flash-based Fingerprinting. FPGuard

Fig. 3. Number of suspicious canvas elements that are found from our dataset (Left)
and different canvas images used for fingerprinting browsers (Right).

found 124 websites which included Flash files in their homepage that contain
methods for enumerating system fonts and considered them as first-level suspicious. We revealed that 120 out of the 124 websites loaded Flash files that
include methods for storing information on the user’s system, sending information to a remote server, or interacting with JavaScript programs. Hence, they
are marked as second-level suspicious Flash files. From the 120 websites, only 59

of them contain third-level suspicious Flash files, meaning that the Flash files
are hidden, small (less than 2 × 2 pixels), or added dynamically. We manually
investigated the source code of the third-level suspicious Flash files and observed
that they indeed perform fingerprinting. In addition, four second-level suspicious
Flash files are observed to perform fingerprinting.
Discussion on FPGuard’s Detection Accuracy
As for detection accuracy of FPGuard, we attempted to calculate its falsepositive and false-negative rates. A false-negative error occurs when FPGuard
improperly identifies a webpage as normal while the webpage is fingerprinter. On
the other hand, a false-positive error occurs when FPGuard identifies a webpage
as fingerprinter while the webpage is normal. Regarding the false-negative rate,
FPGuard identified all fingerprinting websites (known as fingerprinter) as fingerprinters (false-negative rate is 0%). However, for the false- positive rate, we find
that it is challenging to define this value for fingerprinting-related topics. The
reason is that fingerprinting is just collecting data from the users’ browsers. That
is to say, unless we know the name of the company (and identify it as tracker), we
cannot say they are performing fingerprinting. However, we observed that many
websites in our database are performing fingerprinting-related activities while
they used their own scripts (mostly obfuscated), and they did not have a script
from a known tracker. As a result, we cannot label them as fingerpriner; instead,
we consider these websites as candidates for performing fingerprinting attempts.
Accordingly, it is difficult if not impossible to evaluate the false-positive rate in
our database.
4.2.2

Analysis of Prevention

To assess the accuracy of FPGuard’s prevention technique, we repeatedly
visited each fingerprinter for 100 consecutive times and collected the generated
IDs. Then, we checked the uniqueness of the generated IDs with the goal of
achieving the highest unique value from the list of IDs. In other words, a single
browser can have 100 different IDs when one prevention technique is enabled;
and, thus, the fingerprinter cannot uniquely identify the browser upon multiple
visits. We define uniqueness as the fraction of the number of unique IDs and
the total number of IDs. We found that the fingerprinters generate a unique ID
for the browser upon each visit when FPGuard is enabled (i.e., 100 different
fingerprints for a given browser upon each visit when visiting each fingerprinter
for 100 times). This means that the fingerprinter is not able to uniquely identify
the browser between multiple visits.
To evaluate the capability of the two popular commercial fingerprinters (i.e.,
bluecava and coinbase), we slightly modified some browser information (e.g., version of the browser) to change the browser’s fingerprint in order to check whether
the fingerprinter can detect the changes and thus generate an identical ID for
the same browser. Surprisingly, none of the fingerprinting providers could detect
slight changes made to the fingerprint. For example, bluecava generated different
IDs for a browser instance upon every visit when the order of the elements in the

browser’s plugin list was changed randomly. Moreover, Bluecava could not detect
the changes in the browser’s version and generated different IDs when changes
were performed on the browser’s version. Similarly, we evaluated browserleaks
and fingerprintjs by adding a single-pixel random noise to the content of canvas
elements and checked whether they generate an identical ID for the browser or
not. They both generated new IDs, demonstrating that they highly depend on
the canvas contents and cannot detect minor changes. Our analysis of the four
fingerprinters showed that the current fingerprinting algorithms are not capable
of detecting slight changes of a fingerprint. In addition, gradual changes such as
updating the browser version cannot be detected by even popular fingerprinters.
The main point here is that our randomization and filtering engines are used to
make the changes even undetectable to prevent fingerprinting.

5

Comparative Discussion

As mentioned earlier, FPdetective browser extension is a blacklist-based approach for detecting previously discovered fingerprinting objects. To compare
FPGuard with FPdetective, we first included the blacklisted URLs that exist
in the FPdetective extension in FPGuard. After visiting each website from our
dataset, FPGuard identified 36 websites that contain URLs from the blacklist.
This means that these 36 websites contain methods for fingerprinting (i.e., using
JavaScript-based Font Detection and Flash-based Fingerprinting methods) and
are detected by FPdetective. FPdetective identified 9 websites (out of 36 websites) as fingerprinter but we did not find any fingerprinting-related activities
within these websites. We manually investigated the URLs that are identified
by FPdetective as sources of fingerprinting and did not find any fingerprinting
attempts which match with fingerprinting patterns of JavaScript-based Font Detection and Flash-based Fingerprinting methods. Furthermore, we observed that
each of the identified websites (i.e., the 9 websites) include a Flash file 1,2 which
is identified as suspicious by FPdetective. However, our analysis of these files
showed that they contain methods for storing evercookies [36] or Flash cookies
on the user’s system (i.e., there are neither any attempts for collecting systemrelated information nor for enumerating system fonts). Finally, compared to
FPGuard, the FPdetective extension cannot detect newly added fingerprinting
scripts or Flash objects due to its blacklist-based nature.
From the prevention point of view, Tor and Firegloves block both normal
and fingerprinting websites as they are not equipped with a detection mechanism. However, FPGuard first detects fingerprinting attempts and then applies
a suitable prevention technique. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, FPGuard returns neither fixed nor empty values for the browser properties. Conversely, Tor
and Firegloves return empty values for the plugin list. In our experiments, a
property of the browser’s plugin list is looked up by nearly 75.2% of Alexa’s
top 10K websites. Thus, returning an empty value for the plugins list can cause
1
2

http://bbcdn-bbnaut.ibillboard.com/server-static-files/bbnaut.swf
https://aa.online-metrix.net/fpc.swf?session=f556fecf8[...]3136

functionality loss. While Tor disables all plugins in the browser, PriVaricator employs a randomization-based solution by randomly hiding some plugins from the
browser’s plugin list upon every visit of a user to a webpage. Hiding a number of
plugins still causes functionality loss of the browser. In contrast, FPGuard adds
non-existing plugins with real names and properties to the browser’s plugins list
and permutes the order of the plugins upon every visit.
In addition, Tor, Firegloves and ExtensionCanvasFingerprintBlock return
empty contents for all canvas elements. However, FPGuard keeps the browser’s
functionality by first identifying suspicious canvas elements and then adding
minor noises to their contents. For preventing JavaScript-based Font Detection
attempts, both Tor and Firegloves limit the number of system fonts for all websites. PriVaricator adds random noises to the offset properties of HTML elements after they are looked up more than 50 times. As mentioned earlier, this
approach might interfere with the design of certain websites. FPGuard, on the
other hand, first detects JavaScript-based Font Detection attempts and then after a predefined threshold (50 fonts), it randomly announces the available fonts
as unavailable. In this way, it assures the randomness of browser’s fingerprint on
multiple visits. Moreover, it does not interfere with the webpage’s design since it
has no effect on the offset properties of the HTML elements and it only randomly
changes the available fonts after a predefined threshold.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the design and implementation of FPGuard
—an approach to detect and combat fingerprinters at runtime. For detection of
browser fingerprinting, we used a number of algorithms to analyze the metrics related to each fingerprinting method. In the detection phase, we set the threshold
values based on our definition of abnormal behavior. For example, we selected
50 fonts as the threshold for JavaScript-based font detection, because we found
that top websites (99.7% of top 10K websites) asked for less than 50 fonts. As for
fingerprinting prevention, we combined randomization and filtering techniques
to change the browser fingerprint in every visit the user makes to a webpage. In
particular, we applied suitable randomization policies (4 policies) and filtering
techniques to keep the browser functionality and combat fingerprinting attempts.
We evaluated FPGuard’s detection approach on Alexa’s top 10,000 websites
and identified Canvas Fingerprinting as the most prevalent type of fingerprinting method on the Web (85 websites out of 10,000 websites). In addition, we
evaluated FPGuard against a blacklist-based fingerprinting detector (i.e., FPdetective) and showed that FPGuard outperformed FPdetective’s capability in
correctly identifying the fingerprinters. More specifically, FPdetective identified
9 websites as fingerprinters exploiting the Flash-based Fingerprinting method,
but we could not find any fingerprinting-related attempts in the source code of
the Flash files that were identified as evidences of fingerprinting.
We also evaluated FPGuard’s prevention approach against four fingerprinting providers. FPGuard successfully (with a negligible overhead) changed the

browser’s fingerprint upon each visit to the fingerprinters. This is to say, the
fingerprinters were not able to uniquely identify the browser between multiple
visits. We also compared FPGuard with the existing anti-fingerprinting tools
and pointed out the strengths and weaknesses of each tool. We observed that
the existing solutions cause functionality loss of the browser for both normal and
fingerprinter webpages. However, FPGuard wins over fingerprinting attempts by
keeping the browser functionality for the normal websites. It does by first detecting fingerprinting attempts and then preventing them using randomization
policies and filtering techniques. Finally, we analyzed the existing fingerprinting
algorithms used in popular fingerprinting providers.
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